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English Study Program Politeknik Negeri Jember offers the learning process that is oriented to work competence with basic knowledge given to the students. Especially, English for Hotel and Restaurant which is used by students to conduct this Internship Program.

Based on the explanation above, I conducted Internship Program in Paiton Resort Hotel. I chose this hotel because it is good place to apply and improve my knowledge that I learned such as English for Hotel and Restaurant, Speaking, and others. This hotel is a business organization under PT. PJB UP Paiton. Thus, this is an opportunity for me to apply and improve my English skill at Paiton Resort Hotel.

After conducting the internship program at Paiton Resort Hotel, I got new knowledges in Paiton Resort Hotel. I did some activities at Paiton Resort Hotel such as receiving reservation from the guest, handling check in and check out by using software developer, inputting data in software developer, handling telephone from the guest, making restaurant’s bill, and checking data in developer software at Paiton Resort Hotel.